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1. (a) Design a floating point number representation format using minimum number of bits so that 
numbers within the range 2 x 10±20 can be represented in normalized form with a precision of 7 
correct significant digits. No need to represent denormalized numbers, NAN or ±oo. Represent 
4. 77 x 10-7 in this format. 

(b) Give a neat diagram of a static MOS RAM cell. Explain in brief the read and the write 
operations on this cell. 

[8 X 2 + 4 = 20] 

2. Given below is a C function which finds the first perfect number in the range [m, n], m < n, if one 
exists; if no perfect number exists in [m, n], then it returns -1. ( m is a perfect number if its factors 
including 1 and excluding itself sum to itself; e.g., 6 = 1 + 2 + 3.) Write the corresponding assembly 
language function subprogram in MIPS assembly language. Let the parameters m and n be passed 
through the registers aO and a1, respectively; let the returned value be passed back through the 
register vO. No need to write the main function. Give comments to explain (i) the purpose of other 
GPRs used by you and (ii) the functionality achieved in each loop. [10] 

int firstPerfect (int m, int n) 
{ int sumFactor, i, tryFactor; 

for (i = m; i <= n; i++) 
{ sumFactor = 1; 

for (tryFactor = 2; tryFactor <= i/2; tryFactor++) 
if (i % tryFactor == 0) sumFactor sumFactor + tryFactor; 

if (sumFactor == i) return i; 
} 

return -1; 

} 

3. Consider the following ISA of a 32 bit CPU: 
It has eight 32-bit general purpose registers (GPRs), rO through r7, where register rO is a constant 
register always holding zero. Memory is byte addressable. The instructions are of type AL U and 
control transfer; the second category has further subcategories of branch and subroutine call 
and return. Note that there is no load-store instructions. 

The addressing modes supported are: register, immediate, base-indexed and PC-relative. Each 
instruction specifies at most three operands, "dst" (destination), "srcl" (operand 1) and "src2" 
(operand 2). For instructions involving less than three operands, the remaining operand fields are 
left unused. Note that there is no separate base addressing mode. 

For ALU-instructions, "dst" field can have addressing mode register or base-indexed; "srcl" and 
"src2" can have register, immediate and base-indexed modes. For immediate mode, the operand value 
is available in the word next to the instruction; similarly, for thebase-indexed mode, the offset(s) are 
available in the word(s) following the instruction. A set of typical ALU instructions involving 
binary operations with various addressing modes and the corresponding RTL interpretations is: 
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"add rd, rs, rt" - rd {=: rs + rt, "add rd, #C, rt" - rd {=: C + rt, (similarly, the third operand 
field ( "rt") can also be "immediate" mode. The constant "C" is available in the word following the 

instruction.· 
"add dO(rbO,rxO), dl(rbl,rxl), d2(rb2,rx2)" - M[dO.+ rbO + rxOJ {=: M[dl + rbl + rxl] + M[d2 
+ rb2 + rx2]. The offsets appear in three words following the instruction in the order "ell", "d2", 

"dO". 
ALU instructions involving unary operations have the typical form, 
"neg dst, srcl" - dst {=: 2's complement(srcl), "neg d(rb,rx), d(rb,rx)" - M[d + rb + rx] {=: 

2's complement (M[d + rb + rx]); immediate mode obviously does not apply for "dst" field. 

Branch instructions use three operands and are of the form "b dst, src1, src2", where the 
condition code is a subfield in the op-code of the instruction specifying one of the following conditions: 
unconditional, eq (equal), neq (not equal), lt (less than), nlt (not less than), gt (greater 
than), ngt (not greater than), geq (greater than or equal), leq (less than or equal); if the 
specified condition prevails over the operands "src 1" and "src2", then branch takes place; the "dst" 
operand can only be PC-relative; "srcl" and "src2" can be of any of the modes. For immediate or 
base-indexed modes, the following word(s) contain the values or offsets; the "dst" field pertains to 
the target address "label" for branching; it is a signed offset relative to PC and is stored as the last 

word of the instruction. 
Typically, a branch instruction in assembly language reads as: 
bne r7, num (r3, r2), label. Thus, it occupies three words; the first one contains the op-code 
(with condition code) and the three operand fields, the second one contains the offset of nurn with 
respect to the base register r3 and the third word con~ains the offset (relative to PC) of label. 
Assuming that immediately after reading a memory location M [PC], PC points to the next location, 

the RTL interpretation of the above branch instruction is: 
if (r7 != M[r3 + rx + M[PC]J) then PC {=: PC + M [PC]. (Note that otherwise, PC already points to 

the next instruction following this branch instruction.) 

The subroutine call instruction is bal dst, src1 which in assembly language reads as: 
bal src1, label with RTL interpretation src1 {=: PC; PC {=: PC + label; 
Thus, the operand field srcl specifies the link location which can be a register or a memory location 

(base-indexed addressing; "src2" field is left unused). 
The return instruction is ret src- PC{=: src, where src can be of mode register/ base-indexed. 

State explicitly any other assumptions that you make. However, avoid making unnecessary assump

tions. 

(a) Design an instruction format for the CPU; explain the fields of the instruction word; give the 
instruction word(s) according to this format for add 30(r3, r4), 400(r5,r0), 40(r2,r1); 
bnlt r5, 400 (r6, r2), -40 and bal 70 (r7, rO), 2000. 

(b) Note that there is no load-store instruction. Give codes to achieve these functionalities in this 

CPU. 
(c) How are base addressing (without indexing) and register-indirect addressing modes achieved in 

this CPU? 
(d) Give the internal details of a register bank having one read port and one write port. 

(e) Give a design of the data path using the above register bank. Identify the drivers of the read 
port and the write port of the register bank. Depict the condition selection logic. 

(f) Give the RTL interpretations (micro-operations) over this data path of the fetch phase and 
the execution phases of the instructions add 30 (r3, r4), 400 (r5, rO), 40 (r2 ,r1) and 
bnl t r5, 400 (r6, r2) , -40. Interpretations should be given using sequences of concurrent 
micro operations, where ',' separates the concurrent micro-operations from one another and 
parentheses'(',')' enclose each set of concurrent micro~operations. 

[6 + 2 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 9 30] 
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